THE 5 PRINCIPLES
TO FOLLOW
WHEN BUILDING YOUR
OWN HOME
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INTRODUCTION
Building your own home is something
you dream about, plan for over and
over and when you finally get
everything in place you can’t quite
believe the time has come. There are
horror stories out there of times when
this dream has quickly turned into a
nightmare and a lot of people let the
prospect of that nightmare put them
off before the idea is even off the
ground!
Venturing on a self-build journey can
bring all those things you dream of,
your choices, your final say, the ideal
tiling or perfect door handles! You can
choose everything you want, from
storage to appliances and wine fridge
to hot tub! The journey requires you
to fully immerse yourself in the
decision-making process and project
management- and this doesn’t come
naturally to everyone.
Self Build Heroes guide you through
the process, we provide deadlines and
dates, ideas and inspiration and a
confusion-free route from dream ideas
to dream build- avoiding those
nightmares along the way.
This guide will walk you through the 5 selfbuild principles which will give you a rocksolid foundation to start to fulfil your selfbuild dream.
With over 50 years of experience
between us, we know this is a solid set
of principles, we use them ourselves!!
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THE BUILD SYSTEM
There are so many choices of house build systems- I would say there are more than flavours of ice
cream! BUT you have to chose one and it’s a good place to start! So 3 key questions to ask yourself...

How involved do you want
to be in the build?
Type

Do you want to get your
hands dirty?
Advantages

Are environmental factors
important to you?
Disadvantages

Brick and block

You can build unique,
bespoke product
Allows flexibility in
construction

Takes longer to build and
get water tight Progress is
weather dependant
Whole process very skill
dependant

Timber Frame

Low energy & recyclable
Reduced construction waste
Quick build time
Reduced site labour

Additional design and
engineering time
Reduced site quality
control
Fire risk
Acoustics can be poor

Structurally Insulated
Panels (SIPs)

Similar to timber frame

Upfront cost deceptiveadditional cavity material
needed
Will likely need MVHR
Yet to prove 60year life

Insulated Concrete
Framework (ICF)

Recycled, low carbon
Speed of build
Air tightness-reduced energy
bills
Low noise levels
Rodent Free

Thick walls- potentially
reduced internal space
Insulation not
environmentally friendly
Concrete isn't as
environmentally friendly as
other construction methods
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KNOW YOUR NUMBERS

This principle couldn't be more critical to your success!
You must know your numbers for the project and understand what you will
compromise if things go the wrong way. If you have land already you will know how
much money you have to build your home, if not you should expect to use 30-40
percent of your budget on the land purchase.
There is a wealth of information online of
what percentages you should allocate to the
various parts of the build, but you should
also factor in at least 10% contingency at
each stage for unexpected happenings. And
don't forget you will probably need another
15-20% of the overall budget to cover
insurances, warranties, professional fees
and site clearance.
Prioritising what is important to you in the
build will help you make these difficult
financial decisions. If you desperately want
that £30,000 kitchen and the budget is tight,
then you may just have to go for concrete
tiles on the roof instead of slate (if the
planning department allows it!).

Knowing and keeping to your
budget is the key to success!
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STOP AND CHECK
Look before you leap- just one last time! No matter how much you want to
build your family home, before you commit to the project- stop! And think
it through! We called this 'red-teaming' in the military and is your last
chance to test all the hard work you have done to date.

RED-TEAM IT!
If this house is not your final forever
home, then think- do you need that
sixth bedroom when there is only
parking outside for 2 cars?
Will that extra bedroom get you a
return on your investment as the rest of
the street is made up of 3-bed semis?

VALUE
You should always keep your eye on
re-sale value. Ask yourself if the
features you're considering installing
are likely to appeal to others?
Are you falling fowl of the old estateagents saying:
"Never buy the best house in the
worst neighbourhood".

Beware of little expenses: A small leak can sink a great ship
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CHANGE YOUR MIND?
The most expensive thing in a self build is changing your mind. It will hit your
budget and your relationships.

A homeowner who constantly changes their mind about materials, internal
finishes, electrical requirements etc will quickly find they drive a coach and
horses through their relationship with their project managers, builder or trade
teams.
If you fail to arrange formal contracts with the various trades then you could
quickly find yourself owing tradespeople considerable sums for unagreed
changes if you are constantly changing your mind.
Sun Tzu's adage that "Time spent in reconnaissance is seldom wasted" is a
common theme across all the principles, but in principle 4 it is key!

You've put so much effort into researching, planning and getting this dream build out
of the ground. The end is in sight, don't snatch defeat from the jaws of success now!
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WHOSE HOME IS IT ANYWAY?
When all is said and done though, this is your home, your dream! The key thing to
remember throughout all this is that it is YOUR build! By that I mean don't let
tradespeople persuade you to change your mind to make their life easier.

Hold them to the standards you want, not the standards they want to give you.
Don't be pushed down an architectural design route because they like to design
houses that way. And also don't be afraid to challenge local planners if you don't
get your plans past the council the first time round!
Become familiar with the standards contained within Building Regulations and
welcome inspections from Building Control, mortgage companies and Warranty
Inspectors as these are all there to ensure you get a quality home that will look
fantastic, endure and last well beyond the 10-year warranty at the other end.
When this is all over you want to look back on this build with fondness. To steal
(and twist) a famous quote:

We chose to build our own house...not because it is
easy, but because that goal will serve to give us the
home our family deserve
JF KENNEDY (ISH)
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THANK YOU

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA FOR MORE
TIPS, ADVICE AND VIDEOS!
YOU CAN ALSO BOOK A FREE 30-MINUTE
CALL IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN A SELF
BUILD.
WITH 50 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THE
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY WE ARE HERE TO
LEAD YOU EVERY STEP OF THE WAY.

@selfbuildheroes1
@sbh.matthew
matthew-burrows
selfbuildheroes.co/uk
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